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The European Bread Route
“travel with a mission”

The European Bread Cultural Route
WHO ARE WE?
The Bread Houses Network (BHN) is a
global collective that unites traditional art
forms related to bread-making,
community-building, and social
development. The BHN will coordinate
the Bread Route.
WHAT IS THE BREAD ROUTE?

The Bread Route is a concept created
by BHN as an cultural-social route.
This route unites tourists, social
entrepreneurs, and local communities
through initiatives that involve the
arts, cultural heritage, social
involvement of those in need,
community-building, and bread!
HOW CAN YOU JOIN US?

Let us know if you are interested in:
•being a stop along the Bread Route

•taking part in future workshops;
• organizing bread-related events in
your community;

• visiting other partner organizations
& cities across Europe;
• sharing, developing & utilizing
bread-related methods of social
change; and

• collaborating with us and other
partners!

About the Route:
The original idea of the European Bread Route was to connect the two
European Capitals of Culture 2019 (Plovdiv, Bulgaria and Matera, Italy)
through cultural initiatives related to bread-making. This idea has expanded to
connect all of Europe with the vision of becoming a European cultural-social
route!
The European Bread Cultural Route
will be coordinated by the Bread
Houses Network and implemented
between April 2018 and April 2020.
Most of the project’s events will
take place during the European
Capital of Culture year 2019. The
Route starts from the city of
Plovdiv, Bulgaria at its Bread
House cultural center with Matera,
Italy being the other major point of
the route.
The idea is that each of the participating organizations on the Route will
organize a series of local events that mix their bread traditions and breadrelated crafts with more modern arts, crafts, and cultural activities, including
various groups from their societies. These activities
can include music, theater, poetry, architectural
events and more – it is up to you and your
community to decide! The Bread Cultural Route
follows the saying “travel with a mission”. Thus,
the included locations are not tourist attractions, but
rather destinations of experiences - all related to the
theme of bread (in any concrete or abstract form)
with diverse groups of people within the respective
communities (especially those in need)!
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PROPOSED ACTIVITIES (2018-2019):
* Development of a collective website & network (www.breadroute.net
already purchased by BHN)
* Recognition as a European Cultural Route by the European Institute
for Cultural Routes
* Organization of ‘traveling local bread stamps’ exhibitions, which
begin on both sides of the route and travel to the other ends (making
stops at major participating organizations along the route!)
*Bread-making local events in major partner organizations/cities with
artists & coordinators from Matera and Plovdiv
* Launching of the project with parallel events in Plovdiv and Matera,
including ‘Etudes in Flour performances’
*Collection and sharing of local people’s stories and memories of bread
through short documentaries and catalogues made in the major
participating cities
*Building of community ovens in Matera and Plovdiv and including
them in the global network of LOVENS (community ovens around the
globe - www.lovens.net)
*Training in Bread Houses Network Bread+Arts Methods on-site in
Matera for Materan artists, bakers, and social workers and visit to the
Plovdiv Bread House of the Materan trainees
*Translation of the game ‘Bakers Without Borders’ into Italian and
spreading it as a tool/manual for community baking events and
education in social entrepreneurship
*Creating the Museum of Bread for Social Change in the city of
Gabrovo, to be housed at the first Bread House in the world
*Making a book of recipes and photographs from Matera and Plovidiv,
including recipes of local breads accompanied with people’s stories,
memories, songs, and poems about them.
Through our collaboration, we will develop the exact activities together!

JOIN US ON THE BREAD ROUTE!
We look forward to your creative inputs, knowledge about your local bread-making
traditions, and physical presence on the Bread Route! We request that you will
participate in Bread Route workshops, visit other partner organizations along the route,
explore and share social change models that have been developed by the BHN, yourself,
and others, and organize some Bread Route events within your community between
April 2018 and April 2020. Once partnerships are established we will seek funding for
the development and implementation of The Bread Route Project!

For now all that we request of you is to state interest of being one of our partners on this journey!
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About Us: Bread Houses Network
The Bread Houses Network (2009) is a global collection of NGOs
and social enterprises that promote collective bread-making as a model
of social change in more than 20 countries on 6 continents. We believe
that bringing together people of all ages, professions, genders, special
needs, and ethnic backgrounds to collectively make, bake, and break
bread allows the communities to support disadvantaged groups and
engage with traditional art forms.
The Bread House functions as community and cultural centers (and in some cases socialenterprise bakeries for sourdough bread). In its space we bring together community members
with the purposes of building relations, sharing stories, improving people’s lives, and both
reviving and enriching forgotten local traditions related to foods, arts, and crafts.
Our mission is to enable people to discover their creative potential and identify their local
assets (people, cultural traditions, natural resources, etc.) for problem solving. In this way, we
seek to help one another move forward and promote co-existence through co-creation. Better
than high-TECH solutions, we provide high-TOUCH solutions.

Please visit www.breadhousesnetwork.org for more information!
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